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Market Update
One Driver - Many Passengers &
the driver just turned

Written by Brooke Thackray

For a long time, the stock market has had one major driver
and many passengers: Momo stocks (momentum stocks,
which are generally stocks that have outperformed over
the last three to twelve months). Momo stocks or momentum stocks have pushed the stock market higher since the
beginning of the year, up until last week.
The rotation from momentum stocks to value stocks last
week was very sharp. Like a VW Beetle with twenty people on/in it driving down the road and making a sharp
turn, momentum stocks fell to the road side. Bonds, which
have been part of the momentum complex also corrected
sharply.
Overall, the S&P 500 was positive last week as the gain in
value stocks offset the carnage in momentum stocks. So,
what caused the sudden shift from momentum to value?

In the 1970’s a past-time was to see how many people
could fit in a VW Beetle and drive it down the road.

Falling interest rates have helped to propel momentum
stocks higher in 2019. When the yield on the 10-year
Treasury Note bounced from a low of 1.46% in early
S&P 500 - Technical Status
The S&P 500 is currently at the top of its trading range
that was established in late 2017. To break above the
top end of the trading range, the S&P 500 is going to
need a strong catalyst. Otherwise, it is likely the S&P
500 will remain in its trading range, or head lower.
It is interesting to note that the large drop in the S&P
500 at the end of 2018 occurred when the growth sector
of the stock market broke its upward trend line relative to the value sector. This is shown in the bottom
graph panel. A rising line means that the growth sector
iShares S&P 500 Growth ETF (IVW) is outperforming
the value sector iShares S&P 500 Value ETF (IVE). The
growth/value line broke its up trend line last October,
at the beginning of the stock market correction in Q4.
Last week, the growth sector, once again, broke its upward trend line relative to the value sector. So far, the
S&P 500 has not shown signs of starting a sustained
correction, but it is something to watch for in the near
future.

Brooke Thackray is presenting at the MoneyShow Toronto.
Register now
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Horizons Seasonal Rotation ETF (HAC : TSX)
Portfolio Exposure as of August 31st, 2019
Symbol
Holdings

% of NAV

Canadian Dollar Exposed Assets
HCRE

Equities
Horizons Equal Weight Canada REIT Index ETF

7.6%

HFR
HBB

Bond
Horizons Active Floating Rate Bond ETF
Horizons CDN Select Universe Bond ETF

10.4%
4.7%

HUG
HUN

Commodities
Horizons Gold ETF
Horizons Natural Gas ETF

12.7%
1.0%

United States Dollar Exposed Assets
HTB
HUF

Short Term & Bond
Horizons US 7-10 Year Treasury Bond ETF
Horizons Active US Floating Rate Bond (USD) ETF

46.1%
1.0%

XLP
IWB
XLV
XLI
XLY
IWM

Equities
Consumer Staples Select Sector SPDR Fund
iShares Russell 1000 ETF
Healthcare Select Sector SPDR Fund
Industrial Select Sector SPDR Fund
Consumer Discretionary Select Sector SPDR Fund
iShares Russell 2000 ETF

14.0%
5.5%
8.6%
-3.9%
-4.6%
-5.5%

US Dollar Forwards (Sept 2019) - Currency Hedge **

-0.2%

Cash, Cash Equivalents, Margin & Other
Total ( NAV $298,116,874)

2.6%
100.0%

** Reflects gain / loss on currency hedge (Notional exposure equals 16.7% of current NAV)

The objective of HAC is long-term capital appreciation in all market cycles by tactically allocating its exposure
amongst equities, fixed income, commodities and currencies during periods that have historically demonstrated seasonal trends. The Thackray Market Letter is for educational purposes and is meant to demonstrate the advantages of
seasonal investing by describing many of the trades and strategies in HAC.
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September, above 1.5% and continued to climb, momentum stocks corrected very sharply and money rotated into
value stocks.
The sudden shift from falling interest rates to rising interest rates caused investors to rethink their portfolios.
After peaking in October 2018 at 3.25%, the yield on
the 10-year US Treasury bond declined from 3.25% in
early October 2018 to 1.46% in early September 2019.
The interest rate decline drove the stock market higher
as investors increased their expectations that the Federal
Reserve would cut its federal funds rate aggressively. As
a result, bonds and bond proxies rallied. Financial stocks
decreased relative to the stock market as their net interest
margins became squeezed. Small caps underperformed
large caps partly due to a large financial sector weighting
in their index. Gold rallied as the opportunity cost of owning gold decreased.
So, what caused interest rates to spike higher? Bonds had
become very overbought and were susceptible to a correction. Collectively, investors started to question if the yield
on the 10-year Treasury note could move much lower and
when a few stronger than expected US economic reports
were released, interest rates started to rise. Draghi’s farewell ECB meeting on September 12th did not help. After
a muddled speech, investors started to question whether
the ECB’s monetary policy actions had run their course
and were losing their “effectiveness.”Are interest rates in
an upward trend over the long-term? Probably not. The
graph below shows the yield on the US 10-year Treasury
constant maturity. Since 2010, the yield has dropped below 1.5% three times including the recent bottom, only to
bounce higher, before turning down once again.

Interest rates could still be on a path lower, with a number
of cyclical corrections along the way. Bonds have gone
up in price for almost a year, including in their strong
seasonal period, from May 6th to October 3rd. The recent
rate increase of the 10-year US Treasury may in fact be
another bounce. The next seasonal period of strength for
government bonds starts in May. It is possible that we
may see higher bond yields in the interim.

The price action of technology stocks is troubling,
once again!
Last year, the technology sector started to break its upward trend line at the beginning of October, when the
technology sector typically performs well on a seasonal
basis. Last year in one of my autumn newsletters, I wrote
that the performance of the technology sector acting was
acting as a canary in the coal mine, warning of trouble
ahead for the stock market. The canary chirped correctly
as both the technology sector and the S&P 500 corrected
sharply in Q4 of 2018.
Currently, the technology sector is showing signs that it
is in a similar predicament, as it is poised to break lower
relative to the S&P 500 (see Technology– Watch for a

potential repeat of October 2018, in the seasonal opportunities section of this newsletter). If the technol-

ogy sector breaks below its upwards trend line relative to
the S&P 500, this could once again be a canary warning
sign of trouble in the stock market.

Is it possible that investors could just rotate from momentum (including technology) into value and everything
work out fine? Yes, but unlikely. When the leading sector
of the stock market over the last few years (technology),
breaks, investors typically do not just merrily rotate into
value and everything is fine. They typically keep coming
back to the sector that led the stock market higher (technology), until the stock market breaks.

Seasonal Opportunities
Gold– Careful, it can lose its luster very soon
Gold has a seasonal period that lasts from July 12th to
October 9th
Over the last few months, gold has been in the news as
investor interest has increased along with the price of
gold. Investor interest picked up substantially once the
price of gold breached the $1400 level, a level that it had
not been at since 2013. The interesting phenomenon that
has been taking place is that gold has been rallying at the
same time as the US dollar. Typically they trade inversely.
The fact that they rallied together shows the underlying
strength of the gold rally.
The last days of August, and beginning of September,
gold has corrected sharply. Nevertheless, technically,
gold has not broken its uptrend on an absolute basis or
against the S&P 500. The correction in gold has been
driven by interest rates rising in the US, causing a higher
opportunity cost to own gold and therefore putting pressure downwards on the price of gold.
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Many pundits will argue that the price of gold should be
much higher based upon fundamentals, such as future
lower interest rates and a high probability that the US will
have to print substantial amounts of money in the future.
Although this may be true, there will be periods where
gold has a higher probability of performing well or poorly.
From a seasonal perspective, gold finishes its seasonal
period of strength on October 9. Although this end date
can be reached when gold is performing very well with
strong momentum, it is often better to exit the sector in
mid to late September. Seasonally, on average, gold has
performed poorly for the latter part of October and it is
often best to be out of gold before this time.
The good news is that gold bullion has another period of
seasonal strength coming up, starting in late December.
Stay tuned for my comments on this opportunity when I
write about the possible trade in my November and December newsletters.

their very steep uptrend on an absolute basis and relative
to the S&P 500.
It is also important to consider overall stock market action
in determing the relative strength of gold miners compared to gold bullion. Gold miners are typically a higher
beta play on the price of gold bullion.
Given that the sector is showing signs of weakness on
an absolute basis and relative to the S&P 500 and that
the seasonal period for gold miners finishes very shortly,
consideration should be given to reducing or exiting the
gold miners sector.
The good news is that like gold bullion, gold miners have
another seasonal period of strength coming up shortly in
December. Once again, I intend to write about this in my
November and December newsletters, as I have done in
previous years.

My Call: Gold will probably start to fade at this point,
setting up a good seasonal opportunity in December.

Gold Miners– Careful with the beta
Gold Miners have a seasonal period that lasts from
July 27th to September 25th.
Gold miners have followed the lead of gold and rallied
strongly since May of this year. Using GDX as a proxy
for the gold miners sector, gold miners have managed
to recently reach their high of just over $30 that was
achieved in 2016. Since reaching this level, gold miners
have moved lower as momentum stocks have corrected
sharply. On a shorter term basis gold miners have broken

My Call: Gold miners will probably underperform the
S&P 500 until mid to late December when the sector
starts its next season period.

US Government Bonds– Rolling over?
US government bonds have a seasonal period that lasts
from May 6 until October 3.
US government bonds have been performing well on an
absolute basis since October 2018, up until recently. US
government bonds have be rallying for almost a year. It
is not surprising to see government bonds pull back a
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bit at this time, especially just as their seasonal period
is ending. On a fundamental basis, there’s a strong case
for much lower yields over the longer term. Nevertheless,
even if this trend were to come to fruition there would
naturally be ups and downs along the way. Based upon
historical seasonal trends, bonds have been weaker relative to equities starting in October.
Technically, the uptrend for US government bonds is still
in place, at least for the 7 to 10 year government bonds.
Given that the seasonal period is ending shortly for US
government bonds, consideration should be given to exiting or reducing this sector.

My Call: Canadian bonds will probably either be flat or
slightly negative over the next few months.

Canadian Banks– Opportunity ahead?
Canadian banks have a seasonal period that lasts from
October 10 until December 31
Currently, we are just on the doorstep of the seasonal period for Canadian banks. In the recent shift of the market
away from momentum stocks, Canadian banks have performed well, as they were previously underperformers.
My Call: US government bonds will probably either remain flat or slightly negative over the next few months.

Canadian Bonds– Following the lead of the US
Canadian bonds have a seasonal period that lasts from
May 6th to October 3rd
Canadian bonds, like US bonds have performed well
since last October on an absolute basis. Relative to the
S&P/TSX Composite Index, Canadian bonds have traded
flat over the last year and half. Technically, on an absolute basis Canadian bonds appear to be breaking down as
they have crossed below their upward trend line. This is
occurring just as the seasonal period for Canadian bonds
is finishing.
Technically, Canadian banks are just starting to break out
above resistance on an absolute basis. On a relative basis
they are still in a downtrend since last October, but are at
the top end of the downtrend channel.
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The seasonal period for Canadian banks starts in less than
a month and could provide a good seasonal opportunity,
especially if either Canadian banks pull back to the bottom of the trading channel relative to the S&P/TSX Composite Index, or break above last September’s previous
high. In either case it is a sector worth monitoring.
My Call: The Canadian banking sector will probably
perform at market over the next few weeks before starting to move higher in the seasonal period that starts in
October.

Canadian REITs– Seasonal period ending soon
Canadian REITs have a seasonal period that ends September 20th
The seasonal period for Canadian REITs finishes very
shortly, on September 20. This year Canadian REITs have
performed well in their seasonal period. Technically, Canadian REITs are still in their uptrend on an absolute basis. Nevertheless, the end of the seasonal period is fast
upon us. Given that REITs can underperform in October,
consideration should be given to exiting or reducing the
sector.

In 2019, the consumer staples sector has performed well
with its performance relative to the S&P 500, starting in
April. Technically, the sector is still in an uptrend on an
absolute basis. Relative to the S&P 500, the consumer
staples sector appears to be poised to break through support on the downside. In the last few days, the consumer
staples sector has performed poorly relative to the overall
market as it has suffered from investors selling momentum stocks. In normal circumstances, consumer staples
sector would not be considered to be part of the momentum sector, but given its strong performance in recent
months, investors have been attracted to the sector.
Since 1990 the top-performing major sector of the market
in the month of October has been consumer staples. It is
possible that it may not be one of the top-performing sectors this time around, but given the strength of its previous success, it is possible that investors could once again
help bid up the sector in the next month.

My Call: Consumer staples will probably perform at
market or slightly better than market over the next few
weeks.
My Call: The Canadian REIT sector will probably start
to underperform the S&P/TSX Composite Index in the
next few weeks.

Consumer Staples– Fading, but October typically
strong
Consumer staples have a seasonal period that lasts until
October 27th

Natural Gas– So far, so good
Natural gas has strong seasonal period that lasts from
September 5 until December 21
Since the beginning of the year natural gas has been declining until very recently. When a sector of the market
declines ahead of the seasonal period this often sets up
for strong seasonal trade. This year, natural gas started to
perform positively a few weeks before the start of the seasonal period. Technically, is has broken its downtrend line
which is a positive set up for further gains. Natural gas
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can be extremely volatile, but it would not be surprising
to see natural gas move higher to the three dollar level,
which it fluctuated around for most of last year.

have shied away from the sector because both the Republican and the Democratic parties are threatening to take
action on high drug prices.
Given the political nature of the US election, there is probably limited upside for the biotech sector in the upcoming months. Before the 2016 US election, in mid-2015,
when Hillary Clinton started talking about possible action
to reduce drug pricing, the biotech sector strongly underperfomed the S&P 500. It started its underperformance in
July 2015 and declined sharply into January 2016, well
ahead of the US election. When a sector does not perform
well in its seasonal period, is often a sign of further weakness ahead.
My Call: The biotech sector will probably underperform over the next few months and set up for further
underperformance in the first half of next year.

Consumer Discretionary– Relying on the consumer
My Call: Natural gas will probably perform well into
November.

Biotech– Not this year
The biotech sector has a strong seasonal period that lasts
from June 23 until September 13

In the past I’ve called the biotech seasonal trade one of
my favorite trades because of its high degree of success.
This year, the trade did not work as it underperformed the
S&P 500 in its seasonal period. The fundamentals for the
biotech sector back have been quite strong, but investors

In the US, the manufacturing numbers have been falling
sharply, as represented by the manufacturing PMI. The
August manufacturing PMI came in at 49.1 which represents a contracting economy. The services numbers have
been holding up, along with consumer spending. As a result the consumer discretionary sector has continued to
outperform the S&P 500 in 2019. Technically, on an absolute basis sector has been forming a consolidation wedge
and could break either way, up or down.

The seasonal period for the consumer discretionary sector
starts on October 28. If current trends persist, the sector
could perform well in his next seasonal period.
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My Call: The consumer discretionary sector will probably continue to outperform the S&P 500 over the next
few months

sistance level on an absolute basis. Any good news on the
trade front could help boost the sector higher, making an
attractive seasonal opportunity in the near future.

Retail– Recent uptick
The retail sector has a seasonal period that lasts from
October 28th to November 29th
The retail sector has underperformed the S&P 500 for
most of 2019 and has only started to show stronger relative performance. Stronger consumer spending numbers
have helped to push the sector higher recently.
Investors have previously shied away from the retail sector because of the “Amazon effect” decreasing sales in
the overall sector. Nevertheless, it could be an attractive
opportunity that starts on a seasonal basis towards the end
of October.

My Call: The industrial sector will probably perform at
market over the next month and then outperform S&P
500 until the end of the year.

Materials– Still struggling
The materials sector has a seasonal period that lasts from
October 28th to December 31st

My Call: The retail sector will probably perform at market over the next month heading into its seasonal period
which starts on October 28 and then outperform the
S&P 500 over the following month.

Industrials– Recent uptick and long slide down
The industrial sector has a seasonal period that lasts from
October 28th to December 31st
For most of 2019, the industrial sector has been underperforming the S&P 500. This has largely been the result of investors increasingly realizing that a substantial
US-China trade deal may not be forthcoming in the near
future. As the momentum trade has recently faltered, the
industrial sector has started to outperform the S&P 500.
Technically, the industrial sector is breaking above its re-

The material sector is probably one of the most affected
sectors from the US – China trade war. It has underperformed the S&P 500 for most of 2019. Unlike the industrial sector, the materials sector has not broken above its
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downward trend line, at this time. Nevertheless, it could
represent an attractive seasonal opportunity coming up.
It should be noted, that often the material sector starts its
seasonal run after the industrial sector. The material sector sometimes starts its outperformance toward the end
of November at the same time as the metals and mining
sector starts its period of seasonal strength.
My Call: The material sector will probably perform
slightly above market from late October into the end of
the year.

Technology– Watch for a potential repeat of October 2018
The technology sector has a seasonal period that lasts
from October 9th to December 5th
Technically, the technology sector has not broken down.
Relative to other momentum sectors of the stock market,
the technology sector has not suffered to the same degree.
Nevertheless, the sector may not be out of the woods.

My Call: The technology sector will probably perform
at market over the next month and then could potentially underperform the market.

Homebuilders– Unusually strong, but rising interest rates could hit sector
The homebuilders sector has a seasonal period that lasts
from October 28th to February 3rd
The homebuilders sector has been outperforming the S&P
500 in 2019. The strength of its performance has been
surprising, especially considering the falling prices of real
estate in some areas of the US. The sector is benefiting
from strong consumer spending. The seasonal period for
the homebuilders sector starts towards the end of October, but given that it is at the top of its trading channel
on an absolute basis and relative to the S&P 500, investors should be wary of entering into the sector in the near
future.

It is interesting to note that last year the technology sector
relative to the S&P 500 started to flat line in the summer
and then it broke its downward trend line at the beginning of October 2018. This was a signal that the technology seasonal trade was not set to perform well. This year,
the technology sector outperformed at the beginning of
the year, but in late July start to perform at market. It is
now touching its upward trendline just as it was in October of last year. If the sector breaks below this trendline,
it may follow its trend of last year, underperforming the
S&P 500. At this time, investors should be careful with
the sector.

My Call: The homebuilders sector will probably perform a market, or slightly better than the market into the
new year, before turning down the at end of its season
period in February.

Transportation– Top end of downward trading
range
The transportation sector has a seasonal period that lasts
from October 10th to November 13th
The transportation sector has been steadily underperforming the S&P 500 since last October. It’s underperformance
has formed a wave pattern of lower highs and lower lows.
Given that the sector is currently at the top end of its relative trade channel and also is up against resistance on an
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absolute basis, investors should be careful investing in the
sector in the near future.

broken, which benefitted the small cap sector. Given the
strength of the small cap rally, consideration should be
given to exiting a short sell position in the small cap sector.
The next seasonal period for the small-cap sector starts in
mid December. If this sector continues to underperform
over the next few months, this could provide a good seasonal opportunity towards the end of the year, or even
earlier.

Currency Corner
CADUSD– Approaching weak seasonal period for
Canadian dollar.

My Call: The transportation sector will probably underperform the S&P 500, up to the beginning of its seasonal period and maybe in its seasonal period.

In 2019, the Canadian dollar relative to the US dollar has
spent much of its time around the $0.75 level. It is slightly
above this level at this time. Given that the US dollar has
a strong season period from late September into mid December, at this time it is better to favor the US dollar over
the Canadian dollar.

Short Sells for Pair Trades
Small cap sector– Recent uptick could provide a
future good opportunity

Brooke’s Rant
This is the way the world ends
Not with a bang but a whimper.
T.S. Elliot, Hollow Man, 1925

The small-cap sector has been underperforming the largecap sector since last July. Recently it is showing signs of
breaking out the upside on an absolute basis and on a relative basis compared to the S&P 500. This recent breakout
is primarily the result of the momentum trade becoming

In 2012, Draghi, the President of the ECB uttered the
words that the ECB will “do whatever it takes.” He was
stating that the ECB would use whatever tools it had at
its disposal and as much as necessary, in order to protect
the Eurozone. His words drove stock markets around the
world higher for an extended period of time. Ironically,
for the next two years the ECB did not take any significant policy action. Dhraghi’s words were enough to move
markets.
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Recently, the narrative on the QE process has been changing. Previously, investors cheered the stock market higher
as more QE was introduced, boosting the stock markets.
After the fact, investors have looked back and questioned
the efficacy of the programs in helping the economy.
There is no question that QE has helped the stock market,
but it has produced little economic growth.

Last week, Draghi, gave his fare-well ECB policy announcement. Although the ECB cut its target rate by 10
bps and introduced tiering rates for bank reserves, his
speech was muddled and vague. Although he promised
unlimited QE, investors quickly figured out that the current legal structure for country debt does not allow for
significantly more QE. He also took a veiled stab at Germany for not spending more money on its economy to
help the Eurozone. In the end, it was not a good way for
Dhragi to end his term.

When Draghi made his announcements last Wednesday,
the stock markets initially rallied, but then quickly reversed. Are investors starting to question the efficacy of
lower central bank rates and QE? At some point, implementing lower rates will be “pushing on a string.” The
Federal Reserve has its monetary policy meeting on September 18th and investor reaction to this meeting will
help provide further insight on investor perception of the
effectiveness of lower interest rates.
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